Modelling of agricultural combination driver behaviour from the aspect of safety of movement
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Abstract

Statistics show that the travel of agricultural machinery to a work area and their movement during labour is the source of many serious accidents. The most dangerous in consequences prove to be those that occur during transport and associated with maneuvering tractors and machinery (about 30% of all fatal accidents). It can be assumed that at least some of these accidents were caused indirectly by the specific design features of agricultural machines which adversely affect the driveability. The single- and multi-loop structures of the driver-vehicle system models are formulated to study the contributions of various preview and prediction strategies to the path tracking and dynamic performance of the articulated vehicle. In the presented study the compensatory model of driver utilizes the lateral acceleration of the tractor, roll angle of trailer sprung mass and the articulation rate as the internal motion feedback variables. The control model of steering of an agricultural set has been implemented in the Matlab/Simulink environment. The model has been constructed with the use of stochastic methods and operational transmittances describing the various components of the system. The model operational transmittances have been estimated using Box-Jenkins and continuous-time process models from input-output data. The model has been tested using experimental data from road investigation of the agricultural set.
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INTRODUCTION

From among the three components of the driver-vehicle-environment system, the driver is the most unsafe part of this system. In this case, a better understanding of the driver-vehicle control system, which makes it possible to adapt the agricultural combination construction to psychophysical characteristics of the driver, is a method for improving the active safety of the agricultural combination.

Statistics show that the travel of agricultural machinery to the work area and their movement during labour is the source of many serious accidents. The most dangerous in consequences prove to be accidents occurring during transport and associated with maneuvering tractors and machinery (about 30% of all fatal accidents). In 2007 – 2011, 1,956 accidents were reported in Poland to the Agricultural Social Insurance Fund (KRUS) (including 171 fatal accidents) in the group: drive-over, crash, seizure by means of transport on the move.

It can be assumed that at least some of these accidents were caused indirectly by the specific design features of agricultural machines which adversely affect the driveability. Analysis of steerability and stability of agricultural machinery needs to take into account the specific features of the construction of agricultural machines, their connection to the tractor and the behaviour of the machine under different operating conditions (field, road) with complex and variable characteristics. Taking into account the specific features of agricultural machinery in the simulation analysis of vehicle steerability and stability, these should be implemented already in the early stages of design engineering.

Control model of the human operator. Vehicle dynamics is one of the most important fields in research of motorization engineering. Running, acceleration, braking, changing of motion direction are typical dynamic processes. Their quality of their execution depends on the driver. A vehicle operated by driver may be considered as a control system with driver as controller and vehicle as the controlled system. Driver efficiency depends on the situation on the road, vehicle characteristics as well as psychical and physical driver features. From a linear input-output system viewpoint, the vehicle may be considered as a generalized plant with the driver acting as the feedback control element. The driver regulates the system outputs (lateral velocity and yaw rate) in order to follow a desired roadway path. The main objective of the control of vehicle dynamics is to improve the handling performance, or maneuverability, in order to obtain safer and happier driving.

The mathematical model of a vehicle takes into consideration the driver activity which consists of two main parts: driver model and vehicle model [1,2]. The connections between road, driver and driven vehicle are shown in Figure 1. A set of mathematical equations in the analytical model is used to predict the important operating parameters of the vehicle’s steerability [3]. Identification of the driver model parameters is achieved through an optimal control approach [4]. Parameters describing drives behaviour could be identified based on a system model in the frequency domain (from power spectral density) or in the time domain (from correlation).
Steering angle $\beta(t)$, vehicle yaw angle $\Psi(t)$ and its lateral displacement $y$ are specified by the equation (with initial condition $y = 0$) [5].

$$\begin{align*}
\beta &= H \ast \delta_y - H \ast y \\
y &= A_1 \ast \delta_\beta + A_2 \ast \beta \\
\Psi &= A_3 \ast A_4^{-1} \ast y + \Delta_H
\end{align*}$$

(1)

It is possible to obtain dependences characterized by transmittance $H$ of the driver model on the basis of above equation, spectral density, and reciprocal spectral density of the measured signals:

$$\delta_y, \delta_\beta, \delta_\beta, \delta_y, \Delta_H, \Delta_\beta, \Delta_y.$$

The transmittance $A_1$ and $A_3$ are dependent only on the physical parameters of the vehicle. It is possible to estimate the transmissibility function or autocorrelation function of the driver depending on the driver’s response time delay ($\tau$), and constant parameters depending on the driver’s reaction time [6].

A comprehensive closed-loop driver-articulated vehicle model. The directional performance behaviour of the coupled articulated vehicle and driver system is dependent upon the path preview, and driver’s perception of directional response of the leading and trailing units.

Figure 2 presented the multi-loop structure of the compensatory model of employing the driver’s perception of the articulation rate, roll angle of the sprung mass of the trailer, and lateral acceleration of the tractor [7].

The preview block $P(s)$ represents the preview function (preview strategy), which is assumed to be an effective single point preview strategy, in that:

$$P(s) = e^{-\tau_p s} (1 - \frac{\lambda T_p s}{3})$$

(2)

The low frequency compensatory function $H_c(s)$, has the form:

$$H_c(s) = K_c (1 + T_c s) e^{-\tau_p s}$$

(3)

where $K_c$ is the driver’s compensatory gain, $T_c$ is the driver’s correction time constant and $\tau_p$ is the driver’s reaction time.

The components of the compensatory function of the driver $HH$, can be defined as:

$$HH(s) = K_h e^{-\tau_h s}$$

(4)

The function $HH$ represent the driver’s neuromuscular dynamics, and the proprioceptive feedback elements derived from the motion of the human limbs and muscle tissues (Yang, 1999). The function $F_c$, representing the driver’s path prediction, is given by:

$$F_c(s) = 1 + T_p s + \frac{T_p^2 s^2}{2} + \frac{\lambda T_p s^3}{6}$$

(5)

The function $Fi12$ and $Fay$ represent the motion feedback from the roll angle of the sprung mass of the trailer, articulation rate between the two units, and the lateral acceleration:

$$Fy(s) = K_y e^{-\tau_y s}$$

(6)

$$F\phi(s) = K_\phi e^{-\tau_\phi s}$$

(7)

$$Fay(s) = K_{ay} e^{-\tau_{ay} s}$$

(8)

$K_y$ and $\tau_y$ are the driver’s gain and time delay corresponding to prediction of the roll angle response of the trailer sprung mass, while $K_\phi$ and $\tau_\phi$ are the driver’s gain and time delay corresponding to prediction of the articulation rate response of the trailer combination; $K_{ay}$ and $\tau_{ay}$ are the driver’s prediction gain and delay time for the lateral acceleration of the trailer sprung mass.

Identification of driver delay reaction time. In psychological studies, the driver reaction process is further represented in four states: perception, recognition, decision and physical response. Many studies have estimated the reaction time based on indoor experiments and driving simulators. To estimate driver reaction delays from real data, several approaches have been proposed. For example, in the study by Johansson and
Rummern more than 300 subjects were instructed to use the brake pedal as soon as they heard a certain sound. Pawlowski [6] developed a method to identify the individual driver reaction time based on autocorrelation function.

The equations of the system shown in Figure 1 have the form [5]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta &= G_2 (A^\delta \delta_x - \delta_y) \\
y &= G_2 (H^\delta \delta_p - \delta_y) \\
p &= \frac{p_y}{v_a}
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( p = \frac{d}{dt} \).

Obtained expressions for power spectral densities:

\[
G_{pp} = G_{s_y} \left[ G_{s_y} ^2 | A | ^2 + 1 \right]
\]

\[
G_{pv} = G_{s_y} \omega v_p \left[ G_{s_y} ^2 | H | ^2 + G_{s_y} G_{s_y} ^* \right]
\]

\[
G_{pp} = G_{s_y} i \omega v_p \left[ G_{s_y} ^2 | H | ^2 - G_{s_y} G_{s_y} ^* A_i \right]
\]

The Power Spectral Density for steering angle \( \beta \) can also be expressed as an equation:

\[
G_{pp} = G_{s_y} (1 + b T_p^2 \omega^2) / (1 + T_p^2 \omega^2)
\]

where

\[
b = T_p^{-1} (\tau + 3 T_p + \sqrt{2} T_p)
\]

The Wiener-Khintchine theorem states that the autocorrelation function is given by the Inverse Fourier Transform of the Power Spectral Density (PSD). The autocorrelation function can be defined by [5]:

\[
k_{pp}(\theta) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} G_{pp}(\omega) e^{i \omega \theta} d\omega
\]

An expression for the normalized autocorrelation function for steering angle \( \beta \) is derived below:

\[
\rho_{pp}(\theta) = e^{\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1 - b^2}{3 + b^2} \right) \left( \frac{\theta}{T_p} \right)^2}
\]

The optimisation method can be used for identifying real driver parameters. Driver’s reaction time can be determined also from the transmittance HH (eq.4).

Identification of driver model from experimental data. Experimental research was conducted to obtain information about the behaviour of the unit while driving at different speeds, and performing various maneuvers. These studies were performed for different drivers [8,9]. Parameters of the maneuvers performed (speed, lane width, radius turns, etc.) were consistent with the recommendations of the ISO standards.

The transmittances of driver H for different driver and vehicle way were investigated. The optimization method was carried out for identification of real driver parameters (time parameters and reaction time delay \( \tau \)) using the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [10]. Analysis of the control system was carried out using MATLAB analysis software [11].

Figure 5 shows the plots of normalized autocorrelation functions of steering angle \( \beta \) during testing for four different drivers.

CONCLUSIONS

The study presents initial conception taking into consideration a driver working in a tractor – agricultural machine set model. The vehicle operated by a driver may be considered as a control system with the driver as controller and the vehicle as the controlled system. Parameters describing drivers’ reaction time could be identified based on the control system model in the frequency domain (from transmissibility), or in the time domain (from correlation). Conducted tests proved that the proposed model described well the tractor-potato planter steerability. The developed driver model can be used in studies of the stability and steerability of agricultural machines. The model can also be used for studies of the influence of different parameters on the stability and steerability of the driver-vehicle system, and in this way for a better adaptation of vehicle dynamic properties to driver characteristics.
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